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Priya Kumar is a celebrated and acclaimed author whose works. Her first book I Am Another 
You won the Silver Medal at Living Now Book Award, made it to the final list for the Montaigne 
Medal, won the First Horizon Award and won the Eric Hoffer Award – First Runner-up – in the 
category 'Non-Fiction Legacy' and License to Live was nominated in the long list of the 
Vodafone Crosswords Book Award in 2010 and also won one of the five honourable mentions in 
the spiritual category of the Eric Hoffer book award in 2012. 

Her latest book I Will Go With You is very impressive and is enough to catch your attention. The 
book is divided into eight chapters. The sub-title “The Flight of a Lifetime” and its cover design 
of an airplane in the sky tilting in its axis are giveaways of an accident mishap unlike her other 
books like I am Another You, License to Live, The Perfect World, Thinking Aloud and The 
Inspiring Journey of a Hero, a Biography of Om Prakash Munjal, founder of the Hero Cycles 
and manufacturer of Hero motorbikes .  

The book is dedicated to the victims of the missing Malaysian Airlines and to the loved ones of 
those aboard flight MH 370. 

Priya Kumar’s use of imagination, story writing skills and simplicity begins her book with an 
exciting journey of the lives if four people who coincidently or not meet on that fateful flight SL 
502 row 26. Their lives hang on the thoughts and motives of the pilots in the cockpit. Once the 
plane takes off there’s no turning back. With Captain Robert who tries to end his life in the 
cockpit, he plays God risking the lives of all 300 passengers aboard. At row 26, a spiritual guru 
and future teller Muttu holds the attention of his co-passengers Sarah, Jim and Paul, and their 
destinies change on engaging with Muttu’s predictions.  The character Sarah seems to run 
parallel to the journey of the author’s, probably when recalling her days before she shot to fame 
as a writer. 

What starts out as an ordinary journey turns into an inward journey, a life changing experience 
and of knowing oneself. The book is a page-turner keeping hooked till the very end with twists 
and suspense. Contrary to your expectations, on face value it seems like a motivational read, but 
it is philosophical read intertwined with a fable story.  
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The book questions the reality and core of your values and existence. How holding on to 
negativity, vengeance brings an imbalance to one’s life and one being caught up in this vicious 
cycle lifetime after lifetime.  Helping another lost soul to see the truth. Helping another lost soul 
rise above the trap of the Maya and be free are all some of explored genres, the author has 
explored in her book. 

Priya being a motivational speaker herself has attempted to shares her philosophical thoughts and 
throughout the novel in chunks. However at times these extra doses on philosophy of life run so 
deep in thought that one looses track of the story line, leaving the reader confused.   

However in conclusion, this book does not limit itself to a particular group of readers instead it 
would be loved by people regardless of their tastes. It is recommended to all those who are 
looking for an inspiration to life, and are open to learning and gaining a whole new perspective 
to managing the balances and imbalances that occurs whether we have the power to control it or 
not. 
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